Tutorial Facilitation Preparation
ANU UNITED DISCIPLINES

We formatted our tutorial on Systems Engineering to be in the form of a “United Disciplines”
roundtable summit to address the following:
- The multidisciplinary nature of our class to make the best of each persons abilities
- To address the systems perspective behind engineering
- To make all of this relevant through a current global debate: energy
The following link was provided to the class to access in order to prepare for the following
tutorial. It contains Youtube videos of a list of energy sources (wind through to diesel) and the
articles they can read. http://ud.b-ent.net
A handout was also provided to the class (See appendix B) for a summary and running sheet
of how the tutorial would run.
Both Chris and I had a meeting as well as many emails backwards and forwards before the
tutorial to work out how we would approach the topic in an interesting and different way. We
wanted to address what the entire course was about and that is learning how to approach and
address complex issues, and how to best learn from each other about our different disciplinary
perspectives. We felt that the united disciplines encompassed this wholly and provided a
different approach to how other tutorials previously had been run as purely discussion based. It
gave everyone in our tut the chance to ‘represent’ their discipline’s perspective and actively
learn how to negotiate with other disciplines in order to come out at the best and most feasible
option for the energy required to run a small university island.
The feedback from our classmates was mostly positive with the majority loving the way we’d
approached the topic and the activities we had played. Where we could improve on was in our
wrap up and the conclusion at the end (which was kind of skimmed over due to time
constraints).

Tutorial
This tutorial was run by myself and Chris Browne.
Summary
Systems Game (Ice Breaker)
United Disciplines Summit —> addressing the need for one energy source on a fictitious island
“Ayenusia”
- Broke into disciplinary groups to determine disciplinary stance
- Interdisciplinary meetings of 5 minutes each
- Interdisciplinary Round Table to state each stance (and whether this has changed)
- Disciplinary Vote towards best suited energy for the island (much reach consensus)
- Links to panel and topic
- Wrap up/concluding comments

Reflection
Really emphasised the multidisciplinary perspective which was raised by Shayne in the lecture
Also raised point of networks between how the disciplines interacted
It was very interesting to how the disciplines interacted, I felt that the lawyers and International
Relation disciplines would be the ones to force their argument on others but it turns out
that that groups who had more numbers (I.e 3 students in stead of 2 per group) were felt
to be the dominant forces.
Concensus wasn’t reached but all groups wanted a duel energy not just one
Most of the energies chosen were renewable which is showing the sort of generation we are,
brought up in a generation where renewable is the way to go to save ourselves
It was very interesting to see the only group that listed the energies by how infrastructurally
feasible they were (1-5) but the energy that they chose was the second from the bottom
Nuclear because of its potential. No other group did this. It’s as if they figured other
energies were better in one category, but as an energy requirement for this island they
went with a completely different energy.
Showed how when people are bound by their disciplinary groups there can still be problems to
overcome about reconciling differences within your own discipline. I.e. science was made
up of a forestry student and a physicist, with totally different perspectives.
A point that became evident was that each discipline only had knowledge from that disciple,
they didn’t know what they didn’t know. For example, each group was arguing from a
legal perspective, a health perspective, how the technology would be made and shipped
to the island etc but none of the disciplines came up with how much of each chosen
energy they would need and its feasibility (e.g. if using solar power the entire island would
need to be covered in Solar PV cells). This links well to week 1 when Lawrence Cram
highlighted the idea of “known knowns and known unknowns”. We need to realise that it
is crucial to have a multidisciplinary perspective in order to address these known
unknowns to make the most informed decisions as possible.

Tutorial
Summary
Reflection from previous panel—International Law (IL)
- Domestic law = purely reactive, International Law = can be influenced by academics
- There are a lot of assumptions within legislation
- Certain countries use IL to push their own agenda
- Moral law vs. enforced law. Humans have evolved as social people we rely on social
‘norms’
- It’s hard not to politicise big issues such as nanotechnology
Looking at law from disciplinary perspectives
Establishing a multi-disciplinary advisory committee to the Prime Minister regarding
nanotechnolog
- Chose 5 key people/disciplines to represent the areas we best felt needed to be
addressed
> Materials engineer
> Law Expert
> Policy Advisor
> Medical Advisor
> Economist
Role play on the “right to live” - our group represented women’s rights over their reproductive
system
- Came back together with other groups to determine a “right to live” legislation
What alternatives to law exist?
- Religion
- Anarchy

- Education
- Indigenous Societies

Reflections
Again the point of ‘simplicity’ was raised in this tut in the way that Law tries to simplify things by
placing rules and boundaries. So when discussing law & complexity, it should be asked if
law cam be applied to complex issues at all if they are difficult in themselves to simplify?
With international law hard to enforce, and with more and more borders being crossed by
people and problems (e.g. environmental problems) it is getting hard to enforce laws. The
question was raised as to whether we need some form of international body to enforce
laws across these borders? I think this comes back to week 4 where we were discussing
who is in charge, and who the decision makers should be. Devising one enforceable
international body would be a complex problem in itself before that body even started
addressing global issues.
I think it’s very true how we discussed that social conventions are a form of law within itself.
Our own normality (discussed in earlier weeks and in my Human Futures course) drives
how we act, what we as individuals and communities find acceptable. We operate within
that realm of normality and our actions a lot of the times aren’t done to obey “laws” and
rules that can be enforced, but in stead as a result of fear of social retribution.
I liked the point that was raised during the tut that “law provides a finality if decision”. I agree
with this in that whilst society hopes and aims (most of the time) for the right decisions to
be made at the highest levels of the justice system, win or lose the decision itself does
provide some sort of finality and structure. It allows closure and provides people with an
option to move on or continue to fight for what they want. It provides structure, which
society likes.
I think law comes in many shapes and forms, like mentioned above it can be found within our
normality, anarchy, religion, education, hierarchies and indigenous societies. What it does
is provide structure, meaning and boundaries, in whatever form.

